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§ Background

§ WCRP strategic and implementation plan
—Opportunity to reassess what is needed and how best to accomplish it
—A proposal under discussion 

§ An area where WGNE might play in important role (hint: precipitation)

§ Way forward

Outline
WGNE and WCRP’s role: metrics and diagnostics for climate models
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The CMIP Diagnosis, Evaluation, Characterization of Klima (DECK)
DECK + Historical: Experiments frequently performed as part of the model development process

More discussio
n of CMIP tomorrow!
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Some relevant markers
CMIP model evaluation and metrics research

• WGNE encourages group to identify a limited set of metrics for evaluating CMIP class models (2009)

• IPCC expert Good Practice paper on assessing multi-model projections (2010)

• Ample metrics research:  new methods, process-oriented, contrasting MME1 and PPE2, model 
weighting, model dependence, tuning and emergent constraints  

• A first - model weighting is applied in the IPCC AR5

• CMIP DECK defined, in part, to inspire ongoing benchmarking of models

• Routine model evaluation capabilities being developed by multiple teams (discussed in a few minutes) 

1 MME:  Multi-model ensemble
2 PPE: Perturbed physics ensemble
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Weighting model projections
Remains an active area of research with important implications

All models treated equally: 
standard IPPC approach

AR5 WGI Figure SPM.7a 

Weighting projections: A first in IPCC
Subset of  5 models averaged together, selected 
by how well they simulate the present day 
annual cycle and observed trends (sea ice loss)

AR5 WGI Figure SPM.7b 
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Model dependence
Masson and Knutti (2011), Knutti (2013), Sanderson et al. (2015), others

Quantifies distance between control runs of two models, accounting 
for mean state, seasonal cycle, and inter-annual variations

Demonstrates a level of dependence between model pairs

How to use this information in producing multi-model projections? 
Active area of research; progress is being made

these two models close, despite significant changes that
were made to most components of the model. But relation-
ships go beyond the “same modeling center” attribute. MIUB
and ECHO‐G (both based on an ECHAM4 atmosphere)
cluster for temperature, and INGV‐ECHAM4 and MPI‐
ECHAM5 (both ECHAM based but with different versions)
cluster for precipitation. A less evident pair, BCCR‐BCM2‐0
and CNRM‐CM3, is identified for both temperature and
precipitation. These models share the same atmosphere and
land components.
[5] Pennell and Reichler [2011] performed a similar

analysis using hierarchical clustering but with a different
distance metric based on model biases and 35 climate vari-
ables. While their results for CMIP3 are similar to those
presented here, we show that a single variable (thus avoiding
normalization) is sufficient to reveal most of the dependency
structure, and that the key elements of dependence are sim-
ilar for both surface temperature and precipitation. Obser-
vation and reanalysis datasets are not needed for the analysis,
but when included like additional models they also cluster
together, with some distance to the models, but well within
the bulk of the simulations.
[6 ] The picture gets evenmore interesting when the QUMP

perturbed physics ensemble [Collins et al., 2010] and the
previous generation of models in CMIP2 is included, shown
in Figure 2. The CMIP2 and CMIP3 models from the same
institution also tend to cluster. For precipitation for example,
the old NCAR CSM, PCM1 and the NCAR‐WMmodels are
close. The newest NCAR CCSM3 in CMIP3 however was
developed almost independently from earlier NCAR models
and appears separated. Qualitatively, the history can be traced
back further for most models [Edwards, 2010]. But given the
rapid development, the increase in resolution in the models,
the inclusion of new processes and the availability of more
observations, we believe the connections between successive

model versions are unlikely to persist over more than one or
two generations.
[7 ] In most of the trees, there is no clear separation into two

or three clusters that are far apart, i.e., there is no evidence for
multiple classes of models, different mutually exclusive
theories or philosophies in how to build a model, or a clear
separation between CMIP2 and CMIP3. The climate model
landscape rather resembles an evolutionary process. Indi-
vidual models take small steps compared to the size of the
model space, successful pieces of a model are kept, inherited
and copied and less successful parts go extinct. Existing
models adapt to new environments (computer architecture
and capacity, new observations, improved understanding of
the climate system), although by deliberate rather than ran-
dom modifications. New models rarely are written from
scratch but evolve from combining, modifying and improv-
ing existing parts and ideas.
[8 ] The perturbed versions of the HadCM3 [Collins et al.,

2010] model separate themselves from the rest of the CMIP
models. For some aspects, a large PPE can span a “model
space” similar or larger than CMIP3, e.g., for the range of
feedbacks and climate sensitivity [Sanderson et al., 2010;
Collins et al., 2010; Stainforth et al., 2005]. However, if the
full spatiotemporal fields are considered, the underlying
model structure (grid, numerical scheme, parameterizations,
resolved processes) appears to be important. Note that
parameter perturbations in the QUMP ensemble are chosen to
maximize the spread in feedbacks but ensure good agreement
with climatology for each member (see auxiliary material).
Very different unconstrained model versions are likely to
exist, and those may well fall outside the QUMP cluster.

4. Conclusions

[9 ] Our analysis of spatial and temporal variations in
surface temperature and precipitation shows strong similar-

Figure 1. Hierarchical clustering of the CMIP3 models for (left) surface temperature and (right) precipitation in the model
control state. Models from the same institution and models sharing versions of the same atmospheric model are shown in the
same color. Observations also are marked by the same color. Models without obvious relationships are shown in black.

MASSON AND KNUTTI: CLIMATE MODEL GENEALOGY L08703L08703

2 of 4
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WGNE/WGCM metrics and diagnostics panel (CMDP)
WGNE has a long history of encouraging objective testing of climate models

• WGNE established a group to identify a limited set of performance metrics for climate models (2010)

• Panel expanded and identified as a joint effort with WGCM/WGNE effort  (2013)

• Additional scope recommended by WMAC to “include diagnostics” (2016)

Current members selected by relevant and diverse experience, and potential for liaison with key WCRP activities:

Beth Ebert (BMRC) – JWGV/WWRP,  WMO forecast metrics

Veronika Eyring (DLR Germany)   – WGCM/SPARC/CMIP6, stratosphere, ESMs

Pierre Friedlingstein (U. Exeter) – IGBP, carbon cycle

Peter Gleckler (PCMDI), chair   – WGNE/WGCM,  atmosphere and ocean 

Simon Marsland (CSIRO) – CLIVAR OMDP, WGCM, ocean

Robert Pincus (NOAA)   – GEWEX/GCSS, clouds/radiation

Karl Taylor (PCMDI)  – WGCM,  atmosphere, CMIP

Keith Williams (U.K. Met Office) – WGNE, Transpose AMIP, clouds
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Metrics and Diagnostics Panel 
Current Terms of Reference 

• Foster an environment to advance community-based routine evaluation of climate models 

• Coordinate with other WCRP activities that are actively developing diagnostics and performance metrics 

• Identify analysis routines and packages that may be of potential use to modeling groups and researchers, and 
encourage functionality with the CMIP data conventions  

• Ensure that well-established capabilities are applied to the CMIP DECK and Historical experiments, with results 
made readily accessible 

• Encourage and facilitate performance metrics research by identifying key areas needing work and possibly 
organizing workshops 

• Progress and terms to be reviewed annually by both the WGNE and the WGCM. 
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§ ESMValTool (Eyring et al, GMD, 2016)
§ PCMDI Metrics Package (Gleckler et al., EOS, 2016)
§ Climate Variability and Diagnostics Package (Phillips et al., 2014)
§ ILAMB (Luo et al., 2012)
§ CFMIP diagnostics (Y Tsushima, 2017 )
§ TECA (Prabhat et al., 2012) 
§ ARM Diagnostics package (Zhang et al., 2018)
§ MJO task team diagnostics 
§ NOAA MAPP process-level team 
§ CLIVAR basin panels  
§ ….

An incomplete listing of community-based capabilities that may 
be relevant for routine evaluation of CMIP DECK simulations
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The WCRP strategic plan is an opportunity to assess priorities 
Rethinking the remit of the Metrics and Diagnostics Panel (CMDP)

How the panel has helped:
§ Raised the profile - performance testing of climate models
§ Inspire new research and the development of evaluation tools

Where progress is lacking:
§ Advancing specific scientific methods and topics
§ Synergies with the JVWGR

A difficulty is that the existing Panel TOR are too broad
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Discussions within the WCRP to reinvent the role of the panel(s)
A community framework for consensus climate model evaluation

A discussion document to be submitted as feedback to the WCRP 2019-2029 implementation plan, including a proposal 
for a pan-WCRP Model Evaluation Panel  (E. Guilyardi, P. Gleckler, V. Eyring, G. Flato, M. Rixen and many others) 

Consider the following possibility:

• A pan-WCRP panel inspires targeted expert teams to define and implement a limited set 
of model metrics which over time can be revised as the science advances

• A few relevant examples:
• MJO diagnostics task force
• CFMIP community diagnostics codes
• CLIVAR ENSO metrics (in development)
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Model evaluationworkflow
Climate information

users Climate experts Software and
data engineers

User interface(s)

Document metric = 
f(science question)

Define metrics

Def. observations

Program metric

Science governance

Build software to 
run metric

Build software to 
view metric

IT governance

Define science 
question

Analyse results

Choose metric(s)
Choose model(s)

Run and view 
metric

Articulate different actors, different expertise and expectations 

Science / IT interface
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Courtesy E. Guilyardi
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Benchmarking simulated precipitation
A possible area where WGNE’s oversight could be valuable 

Why precipitation?   Because . . . 

• It matters to so much more than just our science 
• We have a lot of relevant science already happening 
• Potential research funders care a lot about it 
• Because it’s hard to improve (and to measure!)
• Improving it will likely affect many other things in models
• Measuring improvement is more tangible than “reducing uncertainty”
• We need to work together to achieve it

Courtesy C. Jakob
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Benchmarking simulated precipitation
A few (of many) examples

Covey et al., 2016, 2018

Diurnal cycle Variance decomposition 
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CMIP5 models appear to 
significantly underestimate 
intermittency w.r.t.  
GPCP, TRMM and CMORPH 
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Benchmarking simulated precipitation
A few (of many) examples

Pedergrass and Deser, 2017

Typical daily precipitation Proposed metrics Observational discrepancies
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Benchmarking simulated precipitation
A few (of many) examples

Koutroulis et al., 2015

Perkins score
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Benchmarking simulated precipitation
Interest is building

• An AGU 2018 town hall is scheduled to get community feedback 
(led by R. Joseph, P. Gleckler, C. Jakob and A. Pendergras)

• A DOE workshop in spring 2019 is being planned inviting ~20 experts 

• Intent is to make some progress first, then establish WCRP connection 

• WGNE has expertise that could be very helpful
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Benchmarking simulated precipitation
Challenging the modelling community to improve simulated precipitation - How?

§ Step 1: An assessment report (and review paper) on the state of the art 
measured quantitatively 

§ Step 2: Enable modelers to apply metrics (i.e., code and data provided)

§ Step 3: A serious attempt to increase the number of developers in this area 
achieved by engaging modelling centres and funding agencies.   

§ Step 4: A repeat of the assessment report in N years, where 5<N<10 
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Summary
Advancing the use of model metrics for benchmarking climate model improvements

§ Substantial progress has been made towards comprehensive objective 
CMIP model evaluation

§ A new way of organizing community efforts is under discussion within 
WCRP, possibly via an overarching coordinating body, which would lead to 
changing the makeup and TOR of the WGNE/WGCM CMDP

§ With the possible changes, the role of WGNE and WGCM would be more 
scientifically targeted, rather than trying to address all aspects of metrics 
research and development

§ As discussions continue leading to the March 2019 WGCM meeting, WGNE 
will be kept engaged in a possible organization transition as well as 
progress on the precipitation effort
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